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hot gas constrains galaxy model

• when dark matter halo forms, 

baryons (cold gas) also falls into the potential.

 ‘belief’:  baryon fraction = cosmic mean fraction..

 meanwhile, virial-shock heats cold gas to form hot gas halo

• If nothing further happens, all baryons will be found in hot gas..

- reality, however: cooling, SF, feedbacks…

 Thus, hot gas can constrain galaxy models



Is the hot gas where missing baryons are ?



CMB spectrum traces hot gas

CMB Last Scattering CMB photons
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Sunyaev-Zel’dovich effect (SZE): hot 
electrons scatter CMB photons off 



• thermal SZ effect (tSZE; due to thermal motion of electrons) 

• kinetic SZ effect (kSZE; due to bulk motion of electrons)

there are two types of SZE



this talk is based on 4 papers:

Lim et al. (2017b) Galaxy groups in the low-redshift Universe

Lim et al. (2018a) Gas contents of galaxy groups from thermal
Sunyaev-Zeldovich effects

Lim et al. (2017c) The detection of missing baryons in galaxy 
halos with kinetic Sunyaev-Zeldovich effect

Lim et al. (2018b) Exploring the thermal energy contents of the 
intergalactic medium with the Sunyaev-
Zeldovich effect



Gas in halos from SZE
(Lim et al. 2017b,c; 2018a)



halos are from all-sky group catalog of Lim+17b

2MRS
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SZE can probe gas contents in halos

• Data

- Planck all-sky CMB map

- halo info from group catalog

- peculiar velocities reconstructed 

via linear theory using group catalog



• flux extraction

1. matched filter:

- maximize S/N for given data

- fixed filter shape to determine 

amplitude (shape: Arnaud+10 (tSZ)

beta-profile (kSZ)

2. simultaneous matching

: automatically accounts for 

contamination along line-of-sight

SZE can probe gas contents in halos



tSZ result don’t follow self-similar case

Lim+ 18a



kSZ result indicate no missing baryon

Lim+ 17c



Combining tSZ & kSZ, baryons are there, 
but at low temperature

Lim+ 17c



But, how robust against methods?

• Different methods

- aperture photometry vs. matched filter

- how to identify halos

- simultaneous vs. individual matching

- different profiles adopted

- resolutions of surveys

- … led to different conclusions 

 while visiting MPA, 

: test the methods using simulations

Lim+ 18a



Extension to gas outside halo
(Lim et al. 2018b)



Probing IGM with tSZ and density field

• Pressure – density relation

1. SDSS volume into (1Mpc/h)^3 cells

2. density of cells reconstructed 

using group catalog & halo profiles

3. assume power-law P-rho to assign P

4. smooth and integrate P to obtain y

5. seek for power-law that best-matches

observed y-map 

 P - rho anywhere in the volume



IGM roughly follows adiabatic EOS

Lim+ 18b



tidal field dependence is due to AGN feedback?

Lim+ 18b

Illustris
EAGLE



Summary

Gas in halos from SZE

: no missing baryon in halos but in low temperature

: signals from low-mass halos are yet method-sensitive

Gas in from halos to diffuse regions from tSZE

: pressure – density relation over three orders of magnitude 

in density (roughly follows adiabatic EOS)

: regions of higher tidal field show higher thermal energy

possibly due to AGN feedback  can provide constraint



Supplements



tSZ results are robust for log Mh>13



kSZ detections are at 4-5 sigma level

Lim+ 17c



Mock groups

Membership assignment

fc = Ntrue / Ntot

fi = Nnon-true / Ntot
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Mock groups

Group census


